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Abstract. A novel compact bandstop filter composed of
three cascaded uniplanar double spiral resonant cells
(UDSRCs) for high attenuation rates is presented.
Through the equivalent circuit prediction and parametric
analysis, it is found that the UDSRC exhibits two controllable transmission zeros with great design flexibility through
tuning the geometry parameters in a small range. Then, the
influence of the stage separation between each UDSRC is
investigated in order to get the appropriate stage separation. After optimization, a demonstration bandstop filter
has been fabricated and measured. The results show that
the attenuation rates on the lower and upper sides are
95 dB/GHz and 155 dB/GHz, respectively. Without any
shunt stubs introduced, the length and width of the three
cells are 28% and 4% of the guided wavelength at the midstopband frequency.
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1. Introduction
Microstrip bandstop filters are widely utilized to
block interfered signals and suppress spurious harmonics
because of easy fabrication and low weight. The bandstop
filters utilizing shunt open-circuited stubs suffer from slow
roll-off and comparatively large size. Alternatively, microstrip bandstop filters have been developed by utilizing the
defected ground structure (DGS) [1], [2]. Whereas, there is
a back radiation problem which is common for the DGS
and additional metallic plane must be appropriately put
underneath the ground of microstrip components at the cost
of increased weight and inevitable complexity. Recently,
signal interference technique was introduced to design
wide stopband bandstop filters with high selectivity, but
the given filters suffer from large dimension, especially the
extended width [3], [4]. On the other hand, UDSRC was
initially proposed in [5] and it was demonstrated that
UDSRC printed on grounded dielectric substrate possesses
left-handed propagation property throughout the Brillouin

zone. The bandpass property of one dimensional transmission line composed of UDSRCs with gaps between each
other has been proved [6]. Recently, UDSRC was applied
in low-profile folded monopoles as the metamaterial phaseshifting line. In this letter, UDSRCs are applied to synthesis one compact and sharp-rejection bandstop filter.
Through equivalent circuit prediction and parametric
analysis, it is found that the UDSRC embedded in the
microstrip line exhibits bandstop property with two controllable transmission zeros while the bandstop property
can be optimized effectively through tuning the geometry
parameters. Through cascading three different UDSRCs,
satisfactory bandstop property around the designed midstopband frequency has been achieved. At the same time,
the effect of the stage separation on the filter performance
is investigated. It is demonstrated that the bandstop
property is affected by too short stage separation due to the
magnetic coupling between each UDSRC, but the short
stage separation does not deteriorate the filter performance
greatly. Without any DGSs or shunt stubs introduced, the
total length of three cells and the width of the cells are
about 31.2 mm (0.28λg) and 4.6 mm (0.04 λg), respectively,
where λg is the guided wavelength at the mid-stopband
frequency. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
narrowest filter so far reported in the literature. The
proposed filter is very suitable for RF/microwave integrated circuit application.

2. Characterization of UDSRC
The layout of UDSRC embedded in the microstrip
line is shown in Fig. 1. In the past, UDSRC was treated as
half-wavelength resonator whose conducting wire was
folded in the spiral pattern [7], but the complex electromagnetic coupling phenomenon resulted from its special
structure must be considered and this factor may influence
the characterization of UDSRC intensively. Thus, an equivalent circuit of UDSRC is proposed as shown in Fig. 2.
C1 and L1 stand for the capacitance and inductance when
UDSRC operates as a half-wavelength resonator. Cm is the
capacitance which is utilized to model the displacement
current between the adjacent conducting wires of the two
single spirals [6] while Lm represents the mutual magnetic
coupling between the two single spirals, which was neglected in the equivalent circuit of UDSRC proposed in
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[6]. It is obvious that Cm and Lm can provide another
transmission zero at their resonant frequency. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed equivalent circuit, the
four circuit parameters are extracted using curve fitting
procedure. Then, the simulated S21 from the proposed
equivalent circuit and full-wave simulation are compared.
In the full-wave simulation, the unit with L1 = 4.3 mm,
W2 = 0.4 mm, W1 = 4.6 mm (equal to the width of microstrip 50ohm line), W3 = 0.4 mm and W4 = 0.2 mm was
utilized. The substrate with relative dielectric constant of
2.2 and thickness of 1.5 mm was utilized in both simulation
and fabrication. As shown in Fig. 2, a good agreement can
be seen from 1 GHz to 5 GHz. Furthermore, as the proposed equivalent circuit predicts, there are two transmission zeros. Based on the above, the given circuit is usable
and can provide the main operation principle of the
proposed structure.
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transmission zero resulted from the resonance of Cm and
Lm (which is donated as f2 in Fig. 4) shifts to the higher
frequency band with the increase of W2. As referred in [8],
the electric coupling and the magnetic coupling both decay
against the spacing. So, with the increase of W2, the electric coupling and magnetic coupling both degenerate.
Namely, the values of Lm and Cm both become small
which lead to the increase of f2. This conclusion agrees
well with the full-wave simulated results and the validity of
the equivalent circuit is demonstrated once again. In addition, the parametric analysis of W3 and W4 is implemented
and the given results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
respectively. As depicted in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the
stopband shifts upwards with the increase of W3. Simultaneously, as observed in Fig. 6, the increase of W4 will
also make the stopband shift to the higher frequency band.
Because the minimized fabrication tolerance which can be
achieved in our limited conditions is 0.1 mm and the width
of UDSRC is very narrow, the values of W3 and W4 which
can be utilized is within quite limited range. So, L1 and
W2 are choosed to be the primary adjustment parameters.
W1 = 4.6 mm, W3 = 0.4 mm and W4 = 0.2 mm are kept
constant throughout.

Fig. 1. Layout of UDSRC embedded in the microstrip line.

Fig. 3. Variation of the frequency response of the S21 with L1.
W2 = 1 mm, W3 = 0.4 mm and W4 = 0.2 mm.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the simulated S21 of the proposed
equivalent circuit and full-wave simulation. The
extracted circuit parameters are: C1 = 0.16356 pF,
Cm=0.354259 pF, L1=22.70499 nH, Lm=12.12310 nH

3. Effect of the Geometry Parameters
In order to investigate UDSRC further, parametric
analysis of L1, W2, W3 and W4 should be implemented,
respectively. Fig. 3 shows the effect of L1 on S21. As
observed in Fig. 3, with the increase of L1, the two transmission zeros both shift to the lower frequency band. It is
obvious that the variation of L1 can change the physical
length of UDSRC significantly. Additionally, the zero
separation approximately remains unchanged. Then, Fig. 4
shows the variation of S21 with W2. As shown in Fig. 4,
the transmission zeros derived from the resonance when
UDSRC operates as a half-wavelength resonator (which is
donated as f1 in Fig. 4) change insignificantly with W2.
This is because W2 has a comparatively small degree of
control on the physical length of UDSRC. Further, the

Fig. 4. Variation of the frequency response of the S21 with
W2. Ll = 4 mm, W3 = 0.4 mm and W4 = 0.2 mm.

Fig. 5. Variation of the frequency response of the S21 with
W3. L1 = 4.4 mm, W2 = 2 mm and W4 = 0.4 mm.
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Fig. 7. Layout of the proposed bandstop filter.

Fig. 6. Variation of the frequency response of the S21 with
W4. L1 = 4.4 mm, W2 = 2 mm and W3 = 0.3 mm.

L1 [mm]
W2 [mm]

unit 1
3.8
1.2

unit 2
4
1

unit 3
4.6
2.2

Tab. 1. Summary of the geometry parameters of the three cells.

4. Design and Fabrication
Based on the above, the benefit of UDSRC is that it
exhibits two controllable transmission zeros, which can
enhance the rejection level or attenuation rates at the specified frequency. As shown in Fig. 7, three UDSRCs are
cascaded to synthesis one bandstop filter whose mid-stopband frequency is designed to be 2.7 GHz. The cells are
connected with two 50ohm lines with the length of d.
Three UDSRCs can provide six transmission zeros which
facilitate a wide control over the rejection level, attenuation
rates and stopband width, simultaneously. The full-wave
simulator HFSS has been utilized to obtain the optimized
dimensions of the three units which are listed in Tab. 1.
Additionally, because there is magnetic coupling between
each UDSRC, the stage separation, d, will affect the bandstop property of the proposed filter. Thus, the S21 of individual UDSRCs utilized in the proposed filter are listed
and compared with the proposed filter with different stage
separations as shown in Fig. 8. It is demonstrated that the
long stage separation can protect the magnetic coupling
effectively while the short stage separation will lead to the
result that the transmission zeros shift from the ones of the
individual UDSRCs embedded in the microstrip line. As
depicted in Fig. 8, the magnetic coupling is not necessary
to protect because this phenomenon does not degenerate
the bandstop property greatly. Whereas, this special feature
may be utilized to broaden the stopband width as shown in
Fig. 8. Moreover, the short stage separation will yield very
compact total length of the proposed bandstop filter. Subsequently, the stage separation, d, is set to be 1 mm. To
facilitate soldering, two 12 mm long 50ohm lines have
been cascaded at the input and output ports. Photograph of
the fabricated prototype is shown in Fig. 9. The prototype
was measured using an Anritsu ME7808A vector network
analyzer while the simulated and measured results are
shown in Fig. 10. The measured stopband attenuation level
is more than 20 dB approximately from 2.25 to 3.21 GHz.
The attenuation rate on the lower side of the stopband is
approximately 95 dB/GHz (S21 being -3 dB and -47.5 dB
at 1.85 and 2.32 GHz, respectively) while the one on the
upper side is about 155 dB/GHz (S21 being -3 dB and 30.9 dB at 3.35 and 3.17 GHz, respectively). The length of
three cells is 31.2 mm (0.28λg) and the width of UDSRCs
is 4.6 mm (0.04 λg). λg is the guided wavelength at the midstopband frequency, 2.73 GHz.

Fig. 8. S21 of the individual UDSRCs embedded in the
microstrip line and the ones of the proposed filter with
different stage separation.

Fig. 9.

Photograph of the proposed bandstop filter.

Fig. 10. Simulated and measured results of the bandstop filter.

5. Conclusion
In this letter, one bandstop filter composed of three
cascaded UDSRCs is proposed. The UDSRC exhibits two
controllable transmission zeros which can be adjusted
through tuning the geometry parameters. Through optimizing the dimensions of the three cells and choosing the appropriate stage separation, enhanced rejection level, wide
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stopband and high attenuation rates have been achieved.
What is more, the size of the proposed filter is very compact and no shunt stub or defected ground structure is introduced. The proposed filter has the potential of applying
to RF/microwave integrated circuits.
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